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MEET SCOTT
Scott Welle is a #1 international best selling author, speaker
and founder of Outperform The Norm, a leading program for
business leaders and athletes driven to raise their game and
perform at the highest level.
While the rest of the competition is playing not to lose, Scott
shows people how to play to win. His proprietary “Commit /
Attack / Conquer” formula ensures people fall asleep at night
knowing they are making the most of their precious days on
this planet. For this, Fox 9 in Minneapolis-St Paul has called
him a “Motivational Expert.”
Scott’s nine best selling books, articles, videos, podcasts and
online programs inspire hundreds of thousands of people
worldwide. He has a Master’s degree in Sport Psychology
and serves on advisory committees of three national level
organizations. He regularly speaks and consults with top
performing executives, sales professionals and entrepreneurs,
as well as elite athletes, all with one common goal: to
OUTPERFORM THE NORM.
Scott enjoys pushing his own physical and mental limits,
completing five Ironman triathlons, 29 marathons and a 100mile ultra marathon run. He is very close with his brother,
Jason. Together they “plod” at least one marathon together
each year, laughing the whole way.

Get to know him at ScottWelle.com

YOUR BEST EVENT EVER
Memorable AND Motivational Meetings
The Norm fills a spot in their agenda with a “motivational
speaker.” Yes, motivation is important – you want your audience
jacked up and ready to conquer the world. But what allows them
to do this looong after the motivation has worn off are lasting,
memorable takeaways to fuel this year’s sales goals, mission or
vision, a major company change, or buy-in to the leadership’s
strategy or ideas.

Opening Keynotes: Start it with a BANG
The beginning of the meeting makes or breaks everything after
it. Start it wrong and people will be bored and disengaged. Start
it right and the rest of the meeting will be a productive, massive
success.

Outperforming Keynotes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set the tone
Have people laughing and listening
Provide practical takeaways
Make people think differently
Increase morale
Strengthen and unify groups and teams
Create a shared commitment to excellence

Closing Keynotes: Finish it in Style
People always remember the finish. Do it in style, leaving
your people excited and inspired to do things better than ever
before. People should be grateful that they’ve spent their most
precious asset – time – staying till the end, learning actionable
takeaways and making it count.

Call 612.217.1756
email speaking@scottwelle.com

We’ve NEVER seen someone
communicate in such an
energizing and engaging way.
Bob Morgan

“

“

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q: How is Scott different from other speakers?
•
•
•
•
•

Scott combines motivation and humor with practical strategies
He connects with and is relatable to the audience
The insights from his real-world sales, business and management experience
make his stories relevant
He has worked with professional athletes and top C-suite executives
Scott CARES that you “get it” and will not leave until the audience knows it
“Scott has a great sense of humor and positive attitude. He does an amazing job with his message.”
--Mike Mornson, Minnesota League of Cities

Q: What do most people say afterwards?

WHAT DO YOU GET
WITH SCOTT?
• Content-rich speeches that motivate,
inspire and entertain
• Action plans to put in place immediately
• Professionalism – on and off stage
• Customized and personalized keynotes
• Increased energy and engagement
• Bottom-line ROI from higher
performance and function
• FREE Follow-up Program for
Ongoing Outperformance (includes
8-week email and video series, with
downloadable handouts)
• 100% Guaranteed experience

•
•
•
•

Common adjectives are “motivational”, “inspirational”, “real” and “funny”
Clients love the real-world examples and practical applications
They feel the genuineness and sincerity of his message and communication
They appreciate how Scott customizes the message so it is highly relevant to
their specific audience
“He thoroughly captured us with his comments and ideas. I cannot recall another speaker getting so
much positive feedback as Scott.”
-Jack Baloga, Baloga Enterprises

Q: Why is Scott so relatable to his audiences?
•
•
•
•
•

Vivid, engaging storytelling
Direct, ongoing interaction with the audience
He believes in servant leadership
Witty, clean humor
Scott is not afraid to share his personal failures and shortcomings

For booking information, please call 612.217.1756 or
email speaking@scottwelle.com

SPEAKING PROGRAMS

Specialized Programs

*Ask about having Scott create a fully customized program for
your specific initiatives or theme.

“Legendary leaders aren’t born; they’re made. Discover
what these leaders do differently, and BETTER, to
motivate, inspire and bring out the best in others to
drive a culture of high performance.”

OUTPERFORM THE NORM
Today’s competition is brutal and the pressure to perform can be suffocating. What
are you doing to stay ahead and keep from burning out?

The 5 C’s of Legendary Leadership

Daily Execution for Extraordinary Results
“Goals are the roadmap to success. Tap into the science
of goal achievement, productivity and habit formation
so you can smash your goals next month, next quarter,
next year...”

Discover the peak performance strategies used by high achievers and elite athletes

The 6 Pillars of Sales Persuasion

to take your “game” to the next level and OUTPERFORM.

“This presentation goes deep into communication,
persuasion and the psychology of why we buy, so you
can immediately sell more offline (and online) and drive
bottom-line sales results.”

Learn to:
•

Condition a mindset for maximum growth and success

•

Unleash sustainable energy, stamina and physical vibrancy

•

Challenge limiting beliefs about yourself you didn’t know you had

•

Adopt mental routines for increased confidence and resiliency

This is a dynamic, high-energy presentation that will unlock your competitive
advantage and give you an effortless action plan to put into place immediately. And
you’ll have some fun too :)

For booking information, please call 612.217.1756
or email speaking@scottwelle.com

The Entrepreneur’s Edge
“Do the right things and do the things right. Gain the
entrepreneurial edge by being ruthlessly efficient,
and effective, with your time and energy to produce
exceptional outcomes, faster.”

Unstoppable with Mental Training
“For athletes who want to win the mental game. Learn
exactly what the highest performing athletes on the
planet do to become unstoppable from the neck up and
dominate their competition.”

RAVING RECOMMENDATIONS
The feedback has been amazing. The
salespeople said it’s probably the best
meeting they’ve ever had!

Scott’s energy, passion and enthusiasm
are contagious! His presentations are
practical, engaging and motivational
for all who attend.

Scott is AHH-MAZING! His strategies
on discipline and mental focus will be
invaluable for my team of consultants.

Sue Nelson, Executive Consultant,
Navigate Forward

Lisa Brainer, Senior Consultant,
Jockey Person-to-Person

Very encapsulating for the audience.
The feedback from everyone in
attendance was phenomenal.

The best part of the meeting was Scott
Welle! He knocked the ball out of the
park and was spot on!

Scott’s positive energy is contagious! His
innovative strategies will help you be the
best version of yourself while focusing on
the process that leads to better outcomes.

Jim Sargent, Sr. Director of Marketing,
AngioDynamics

Brian McQuade
Edward Jones

I recommend Scott to ANYBODY who
wants to be stronger mentally – and
physically – in their performance,
whatever that might be.

Our audience loved Scott, the
feedback was superb and I look
forward to working with him again
very soon!

Debbie Tufts, General Sales Manager,
Rudy Luther Toyota

Chris Goebel,
Head Cross Country Coach, Mora

Chuck Bolton, President,
The Bolton Group

Barb Adams, President,
Executive Coaching Insight

Your message is so important,
powerful and meaningful for anyone
wanting to grow and be at their best.
Derek Tamm,
Northwestern Mutual

For booking information, please call 612.217.1756 or email speaking@scottwelle.com

THE OUTPERFORM MOVEMENT

Outperform The Norm

Outperform The Norm
for Network Marketing

Outperform The Norm
for Student Athletes

Outperform The Norm
for Sales

OutperformTheNorm.com/books

OUTPERFORM PODCAST
OutperformTheNorm.com/podcast

OUTPERFORM BLOG
OutperformTheNorm.com/blog

OUTPERFORM Social

facebook.com/scottwelle

linkedin.com/in/scottwelle

instagram.com/scottwelle

twitter.com/scottwelle

youtube.com/scottwelle

He’s one of the best
speakers I’ve heard in
years!
John Warder,
President, Top Ten Talents

“

“

7 out of every 10 U.S. workers aren’t performing to their full
potential.
-Gallup

Disengagement costs employers $500B annually.
-Huffington Post

Companies with engaged employees Outperform those without
by 202%.
-Dale Carnegie

Happy, motivated employees are 31% more productive,
generate 37% more sales and are 3x more innovative.
-Harvard Business Review

READY TO
OUTPERFORM?

•

Outperformers are healthy and happy. Because of this, they are high performing.

•

Outperformers generously give all of themselves to their craft.

•

Outperformers have an uncompromising commitment to excellence.

•

Outperformers focus single-mindedly on what moves the needle.

•

Outperformers seek growth in the pursuit of mastery.

•

Outperformers know that life, and business, is a team sport.

(from Outperform The Norm by Scott Welle)
The Mission of Outperform The Norm is to optimize human performance
and function, physically and mentally.

Contact Information:
Phone: 612.217.1756
Booking: speaking@scottwelle.com
Info: scott@scottwelle.com
Mail: 3116 W. Lake St. Suite 223
Minneapolis, MN 55416

